Congratulations you now have an original Homebox XXL!

Before setting up the Homebox

1. Check all parts are there!
2. Read instructions carefully!
3. Do not equip before set up is complete.
4. Assemble on a clean and flat surface.
Assemble (3) and (5) using the plastic connectors.

The square edge end of the connectors must be vertical!

Create frame like shown left.

Put connector onto poles. square edge end pointing downwards!
Fit in poles (1); (6); (7) and (8) into upper frame.

Lay out the tent bottom (A) and place frame carefully into it.
Pull the tent top (B) carefully over the frame. Pay attention at the corners!!!

Zip on parts (C) to Top (A) and Bottom (B).

TIP!
Start with the top zips first.
Once you have zipped on parts C (both are identical) your Homebox XXL should look like this (see above).

Add Bottom (D) and fix with Velcro.
Place fixtures and straps into upper frame as shown above. Repeat this process for both sides.
Close all zippers carefully.

FINISHED!

Even though the Homebox has 2 waterproof floors make sure that the area in which you set up your Homebox is protected against possible tank leaks or other types of water damage.

a. Passive air intakes - there are 2 possible ways, either you have more air flow and thus also a bit of light leaking or you tuck them in between the first and second flooring completely and thus reduce the amount of air flow and cut out light leaks.

b. The lower right hand opening can be used for:
   - active air intake (always make sure that you outtake fan is stronger than your intake fan)
   - passive air intake (you can regulate air flow and light leak by adjusting the hole size with the cords provided)
   - External water reservoirs
   - Additional cables

We wish you a lot of success with your HOMEBOX XXL.

If you have any queries please contact your local shop or visit our website.

www.buy-the-homebox.com